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A locally finite graph G with no isolated vertices is vertex-transitive if and only if 
all its vertex-deleted subgraphs G - v are isomorphic. ‘c 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
If a graph G is vertex-transitive, then clearly all of its vertex-deleted sub- 
graphs G-U are isomorphic. Godsil [ 1] observed that the converse is not 
true even if G is locally finite (i.e., all vertices have finite degree) but he 
conjectured that the converse holds for connected locally finite graphs. We 
prove here the stronger statement. 
THEOREM. Let G be a locally finite graph without isolated vertices. Then 
G is vertex-transitive if and only if all its vertex-deleted subgraphs are 
isomorphic. 
We observe that this theorem has an application to the Reconstruction 
Conjecture (the reader is referred to [2] for the relevant definitions). 
COROLLARY. A locally finite graph with no isolated vertices is reconstruc- 
tible if all its vertex-deleted subgraphs are isomorphic. 
NOTATION AND PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
If G is a graph and A, B sets of vertices of G, then G(A) is the subgraph 
of G induced by A and e(A, B) is the number of edges with one end in A 
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and the other in B. We write e(A) instead of e(A, A) and e(u, A) instead of 
e( {v}, A) and the degree of u in G, namely e(u, V(G)) is also denoted d,(v). 
If all vertices have degree Y, then G is r-regular and if all but finitely many 
vertices have degree r we define the r-excess of G as z [dJu) - r] where 
the sum is taken over all vertices u of G. The set of vertices of degree k 
(resp., at least k) are denoted I/,(G) and V,,(G), respectively. V,,(G), 
V,,(G), and V,,(G) are defined analogously. We denote by N(v, A) the 
set of neighbours in A of the vertex v and R(v, A) = N(zI, A) u (v}. 
Proof of the theorem. Since the “only if” part is trivial we prove the “if” 
part by contradiction. Suppose that G is a counterexample, and if possible, 
we choose G such that G has only finitely many different degrees and the 
number of different degrees is minimum. We let d be the minimum degree 
of G and we let H be the graph which is isomorphic to all the graphs G - v. 
We use Vk, V,k, Vak, Lk, and V,, to denote VdG), V,k(G), V,,(G), 
V,,(G), and V,,(G), respectively. 
We shall derive a number of properties of G and finally reach a con- 
tradiction. 
(1) There is an integer rn such that V, = @ for all n > m. 
Proof of (1). Since G has no isolated vertices, V,- r(G - u) is nonempty 
for some vertex u and hence for each vertex u. If u E V,, (m 3 d) and 
w E N(u, V,), then we select a vertex u in N( w, V,) and hence in H = G - u 
there is a vertex of degree 3m adjacent to a vertex of degree d - 1. So if G 
has infinitely many degrees, there are infinitely many vertices in H adjacent 
to a vertex of degree d- 1. As H is locally finite and Vd- ,(H) is finite, this 
is impossible. 
(2) There exists a natural number m> d such that each of Vd, 
V d+, ,..., VW, is nonempty and V,, = a. 
Proof of (2). If G = G( V,), then G is d-regular so for any two vertices .X 
and y of G, any isomorphism of G-x onto G - y can be extended to an 
automorphism of G taking x to y. Hence G is vertex-transitive, a contradic- 
tion. 
SO V,,# 0. Assume now that (2) is false. Then there exists an integer 
k> d such that V,, # 0 and V, = 0. For any vertex x in G, 
V,,(G-x) = V,,(H) and so the minimality property of G implies that 
G’ = G( Vck) is vertex-transitive. (Note that G’ has no isolated vertex since 
every vertex of G has a neighbour in Vd.) So if XE V(G’), then G’- x is not 
vertex-transitive. On the other hand, if UE V,k, then 
G’=G(V<,(G-u))-G(V<,(G-x))=G’-x. 
This contradiction proves (2). 
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(3) For each natural number k 3 d, there exist nonnegative integers 
rkr qk such that, for each vertex v E Vak we have 
e(u, v/J = Yk 3 1 and e(Nv, Vk)) = qk. 
Proof of (3) (by induction on k). Clearly rd= 1 Vd- r(H)/ and qd= 
e( V,- ,(H)) so we proceed to the induction step assuming m 3 k > d. Let v 
be any vertex in Vak. For each vertex y in Vkp I(G- v) = VkpI(H) we 
form the nonnegative integer e(y, V C(k-*Z)(H))-(rk-2+rk~3+ ... +r,). 
Only finitely many of these numbers are positive and the sum of all these 
numbers equals 
Note that sk is the result of a count in H and hence Sk is independent of v. 
By the induction hypothesis, G( V,- ]) is rk- ,-regular and so the rk- ,- 
excess Of G(V,_, UN(u, vk)) equals rkPI IN(r, vk)i +&?(N(r, vk)). Hence 
the rk- ,-excess of G( Vkp 1 u N(v, V,)\N(v, Vk&,)) N H( V,-,(H)) eqUdS 
rk-l lN(‘, vk)i +2e(N(% Vk))-Sk-e(N(u, vk--l), N(u, vk)) 
=rkpl IN(v, vk)l +i?e(N(v, vk))-2sk 
+e(N(v, Vk-l)r Vk-I\N(vj v&-I)) 
=rk-I IN(v, vk)l +2e(N(v, vk))-hk+r~-l-2qk-l. 
Since the rk _ ,-excess of H( Vkp ,(H)) is independent of v we conclude that 
ik = rk- 1 IN(v, vk)l + 2e(N(u, vk)) is independent of v. For each vertex z in 
V,,(H) we form the nonnegative integer 
e(z, V,(k-I,(H))-[rk_l+rk~,+ “’ +rd] 
The sum of these numbers equals 
e(N(& vk), V,k(G - 0)) 
which equals (counting from N(v, Vk) where all vertices have degree k 
in G) 
jk=IN(v, vk)l [(k-1)-(r,_,+rkp2+ “’ +rd)]-%N(u, Vk)). 
Since both i, and j, are independent of II and rlip 1 > 1 and 
k-13rkp,+rkp2+ ... +r, 
we conclude that rk and qk exist. It only remains to show that rk 2 1. But if 
rk = 0, then each vertex of V, has degree k = rh- _ r + rk ~ 2 + . . . + rd while 
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every vertex of VkP 1 has degree k-1>r,-,+r,p2+ . . . +r,, a con- 
tradiction which proves (3). 
In the remaining part of the proof we let u be a vertex in V, and w a ver- 
tex in V,-, (which is nonempty by (2)). 
(4) 4Nw VA, v,\Nw VA) = 4Tk VA, V,\Ru, VA). 
Proof of (4). Each of the two numbers equal the absolu.te value of the 
r,-excess of H( V,(H)). 
(5) r, = IMu, V,,J = INw, V,,Jl + 1 and e(Nu, v,)) = e(Nw, V,)). 
Proof of (5). The first assertion follows from (3) and the fact that 
d,(v) = &(w) + 1. In order to prove the second equality we use that G( V,) 
is r,-regular (by (3)). Counting from N(w, I’,) we conclude that 
e(N(w, V,), V,\N(w, V,)) = (r, - 1) r, - 2e(N(w, I’,)) and similarly 
4&u, v,), v,\N(u, V,)) = (r, + 1) r, - 2e(N(u, V,)) 
=(r,-l)r, - 24Nu, v,)) 
and now (4) implies that 
In the proof of (3) we introduced 
as a summation over V + i(H). By the same summation in I’,-,(G- w) 
we conclude that 
By (5), the r, _ l-excess of G( V, _ I u N(u, I’,)) is greater than the r,,, _ 1- 
excess of G( V,,- 1 u N(w, V,)) which is greater than the r,,- ,-excess of 
G( V,- i u N(w, V,)) - w. Therefore, by (6), the r,- ,-excess of 
G(N(u, V,)u [I’,-i\N(u, I’,,-,)]) is greater than the r,-,-excess of 
G(N(w, V,,,) u [V,+,\lv(w, V,,+i)]). But these last two numbers both 
equal the r,- ,-excess of H( V,,- ,(H)). This contradiction finally proves the 
theorem. 
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